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Message 

I am truly elated and indeed it is a matter of pleasure for me 

to unveil the Volume-2 of our department magazine AABSHAAR 

(The Sign of Peace). I assert that this magazine will co-relate with 

its name. Since past few years it has been a continuous and 

massive process to lionize the ponderous efforts, where we can 

make every one learn and grow with us in the department. Being 

the HOD, it is an indispensable responsibility to take all those 

endeavors at its pinnacle and hopefully this magazine will be its 

epitome. I bestow my heartfelt gratitude to every student and 

faculty member who made this possible. I wish to get more sharp 

minds to get connected with us. All the best for future 

perspectives. 

Dr. Sanjay Gairola 

HOD, EE Department 

Galgotias College of Engineering & Technology 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

From Chief Editor’s Pen 

“Where reason fails, with all powers 

The faith prevails and love adores” 

 

“Doing the best at this moment 

Puts you in the Best for the next moment ” 

Dear Readers, 

I am proud to say that our Department Magazine AABSHAAR (The Sign of 

Peace) is an outcome of hard work of credential people. 

 It is an anuciation that our department has a collection of versatile people 

who have an acuity acumen to speak about the prevalent issues of the society. We 

believe readers, invigorated after reading these articles. The articles strike a 

propinquity in dealing with sensitive and unique ideas. 

 A magazine provides an opportunity for such amateur writers to take to the 

pen and showcase their creativity. They can dwell at length on the social issues 

that concern a commoner and provoke a thought process that may lead to a 

resolution. This also provides an opportunity to the budding writers to get their 

writ-ups/contributions/literary pieces weighed by the experts that may help them 

fine tune or chisel-out for more refined contributions.  

The Editorial Board thanks the members for their meritorious and sincere 

effort into bringing out the magazine.  

 
SHAH HUSSAIN 

Chief Editor: AABSHAAR 

B.Tech EE – III Year 



 
 

 

VISION OF THE DEPARTMENT 

 To become a pioneer department in producing competent, innovative and 

socially responsible electrical engineers.  

 

MISSION OF THE DEPARTMENT  
 To provide quality education through continuous upgradation of facilities and 

mentoring conducive to the department. 
 To promote research and innovative practices focusing on the needs of 

industry.  
 To transform students into socially cognizant professionals and entrepreneurs 

with amicable interpersonal and communication skills. 
 

PROGRAM EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVES 
 Exhibit technical competence in Electrical Engineering and allied fields and 

attain feasible solutions best suited to the industry needs.  

 Adapt to latest global technologies and optimally utilize resources to develop 

and create solutions for engineering problems.  

 Perform as skilled professionals and entrepreneurs through good 

communication skills and ethics.
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ABOUT AABSHAAR 

 

AABSHAR is an Urdu word which means ‘Waterfall’ which is also termed as ‘Sign of 

Peace’. 

The name to the magazine was suggested by me, the present chief editor of the 

magazine Shah Hussain. 

The name was suggested because the magazine is the only platform where we 

students from different mindset, work together to showcase our views and talent 

which in itself creates peace & harmony. At this platform students work together for 

the betterment of a single cause. This creates unity among students, which is another 

benefit of the magazine. 

As a chief editor I am very thankful to the students who worked for the magazine 

and I hope in future the love for the magazine will remain same.     

 

 Thank You, 
 

 

 

SHAH HUSSAIN 

Chief Editor: AABSHAAR 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 



 
 

IMPORTANCE OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 
 

   SWATI GUPTA 

B.Tech EE- III Year 

Electricity plays an important and necessary role in all activities of modern life 
today. The power sector is so large that it has diversified into sectors such as industry, 
electricity, electronics, and mechanics. It also plays an important role in the overall 
operation of the entire power system. 
 

As you know, the electricity industry is involved in solving the problem of power 
transmission and distribution in a vast network. Our life would be unthinkable without 
the use of electrical energy. The growing utilization of the latter is a decisive 
prerequisite for a rapid development of industry and agriculture. 
 

A few examples will show the importance of electrical energy. Thus, electrical 
lighting is indispensable for working during the dark hours of the day. With increasing 
industrialization, a growing proportion of electrical energy is used for the lighting of 
shops, offices, dwellings and for outdoor lighting. Man is relieved from heavy physical 
labour by the use of electrical devices. The drive of machines, hoisting gear and lifts is 
enabled in a simple form by the electromotor which in railway transport also has the 
advantage over internal combustion engines. There are many buildings where an air-
conditioning system including heating, cooling and ventilation is installed for the 
operation of which electrical energy is required. At higher ambient temperatures, 
foodstuffs can only be kept for a prolonged period of time in refrigerators or cold-
storage rooms which usually are also operated with electrical energy. 
  

Without electrical energy, there would be no broadcasting and television systems, 
no telephone communication or telegraphy. In order to arrange automatic sequences of 
operation in production, devices of control and regulation engineering are required 
which, today, are driven almost exclusively by electrical energy. 
 

The consumption of electrical energy by the various branches of economy is quite 
different. The chemical industry and metallurgy have a particularly high consumption. 
For the production of the electrical conductor materials electrolytic copper and 
aluminum, very large amounts of electrical energy are required. 
  

In industrial countries, the consumption of electrical energy increases by 4% to 7% 
per year. For this purpose, considerable amounts of primary energy carriers such as coal, 
petroleum or natural gas must be provided. All over the world, a reduction of the 



 
 

resources of primary energy carriers takes place. At the same time, their prices have 
been increased continuously. Water power is not in all countries available to a sufficient 
degree. 
 

The initial cost for the construction of a hydroelectric power station by far exceeds 
the initial cost of a thermal power station. 
 

According to the present developmental stage of engineering, nuclear power 
stations represent not yet a final solution of the problem. Therefore, it is absolutely 
necessary to use electrical energy sparingly. This also means that such devices and 
installations have to be developed and used which ensure a high net efficiency with as 
small a consumption of electrical energy as possible. 
 

Finally, mention should be made of the fact that electrical energy can be 
transported conveniently through large distances at low losses. On the other hand, 
there is the disadvantage that electrical energy can be stored only in small amounts at 
high cost. Production and consumption must take place largely at the same time. 
 

 

  



 
 

MORAL EDUCATION 
                                                                                                             SHAH HUSSAIN 

B.Tech EE- III Year 

We are living in a digital world where anything can be had in a real time nick of by 

just pressing the button of a computer or cell phone. The strides that man made in 

technology are simply awesome. Education has become quite simple and accessible. We 

need not to carry books or puruse pages anymore for fetching any information as 

digitalization has made information readily available. Having this technology perse is 

not the panacea. 

Education without morality is like a body without soul. The relevance of class 

teaching is more in contemporary times than what it was in the past keeping the 

availability of information in view. We live in a society which is still in evolution & it is 

not mature enough to accommodate any change comfortably what we witness daily is 

the result of erosion of moral values. Our society in particular intact to have values like 

humanity, humility, empathy, compassion, respect for the elders/parents and teachers, 

togetherness and what not and because of these values our society was unique. 

However, our value system is vanishing at a faster rate and if corrective measures are 

not set in place, this society is bound to disintegrate and crime is going to be the order 

of the day. What we witness today that a student does not care to respect his teachers 

any more. Elders are being humiliated and parents do not have any control on their 

children. The erosion of value system is attributed to two things the political instability 

and the witnessing for the last 30 years and the second reason is the break down of 

education system, while the first can not be controlled, educational system has to play a 

major role to save this society. The education system needs to be revamped in such a 

way to incorporate the age-old moral values in it. Educationists, policy makers, 

intellectuals and renowned citizens must sit together and ponder over to address the 

issues lest it is too late. 

Teachers, parents and society at large have to play a major role to shape(mould) 

the future of this nation otherwise no one can stop our doom. 

At the end I want to quote a Hadith from Sahi Bukhari narrated by Hazrat Ali (RA) 

“I am slave to that person who taught me a single word. 

He may sell me or set me free” 



 
 

REMINISCENCES - HUMANITY NEVER PERISHES 
 

SHAH HUSSAIN 
B.Tech EE- III Year 

A famous quote goes as, " When we are children we seldom think of the future. 

This innocence leave us free to enjoy ourselves as few adults can. The day we fret about 

the future is the day we leave our childhood behind." 

Childhood memories are always mesmerizing and the school days add spice to 

those memories. No matter how far we fly the roots will remain intact. I feel privileged 

to have my childhood memories associated to a place which is undoubtedly the paradise 

on earth. Recalling my childhood memories I could even now feel the fragrance of such a 

beautiful land my own motherland which always prompt me to believe that we are the 

blessed children of Almighty. We have been blessed to have a beautiful motherland 

called Kashmir. Islamia Hanfia Institute, Anantnag is the iconic institution. In the first 

decade of 21st century where I started the real meaning of humanity beyond any malice 

or adulteration as we were taught Kashmariat.  

Now in present, outside my motherland at my Engineering College being a 

Kashmiri student has never been treated different as all my friends are non - Muslims 

and we hardly ever kept any such thing in our mind that the present world gets tangled 

to. I have sweet memories of twelve years of schooling and three years in this amazing 

institution. There is love, respect and happiness all around. The teachers are pious souls 

and believe me ultimately it is the humanity that we learn from school that counts than 

the academics. No doubt we live in a materialistic world but the humanity keeps us 

grounded beyond any doubts. When we grow up we are polluted by the thoughts which 

force us to get associated with political affiliations but the thought of our childhood and 

college memories make us realize the real meaning of peace. There are misconceptions 

everywhere, sometimes we get judgemental or out of emotions and thus hate people 

without realizing that we need to connect first then decide. No one is bad or good. We 

all have a soul and the day we realize our soul, we always get peace. As kashmiries, we 

have a great role to play to spread peace and happiness in our valley. Our future 

generations should be blessed souls and create a message throughout the world that 

the Paradise is here only and will remain so for ever.  

Ameen 



 
 

 

ROLE OF PARENTS IN UPBRINGING OF THEIR CHILDREN 
 

SHAH HUSSAIN 
B.Tech EE- III Year 

Parents play a significant role in a upbringing of a child. They confront a great deal 
of suffering for the prosperous future of their child. The hardships faced by the parents 
are unknown to the child. The child is completely unaware of the pain in which his 
mother indulge during his birth and later, while feeding him. The hard work of father for 
his sustenance is never revealed to his child. This affection of parent is quite appreciabe. 
The rights of parents have been revealed even in Holy Quran, when Allah(SWT) says,  
"Your God has decreed that thou  shalt worship only Him and adopt good behavior with 
(thy)  parents" (Quran,17:23). But the duties of parents do not end up at providing only 
bread and butter to the child. There comes a lot of responsibilities with the child and a 
parent who holds back from these responsibilities is found in trouble, both in this world 
and the word hereafter. The Prophet Muhammad (SAW) has said, "As your father has a 
right over you, so does your progeny have a similar right”. And, “As the children 
disinherited for their disobedience, so also it is possible that the parents may be 
disowned by the children for not fulfilling their bonding duties."  

The most important duty of a parent is to make his child a righteous, religious, just 
and a responsible person. The parents need to take concern in the well-breeding of their 
child. They are an essential key for the virtue of  their child. But unfortunately,  many 
children are deprived of this care of their parents. Nowadays, many parents admit their 
children in best of the city schools for the academic success of their kids. This is the 
point where they start neglecting there children. They place their children in the hands 
of teachers and forget about their responsibility ans duties. They feel that the conduct 
and the future of their children completely depends on the teacher and as such, they are 
free from the trouble of their upbringing. This negligence of the parents results in an 
unhappy and uncooperative child. Like a parent wants his child to be obedient, so does 
the child wants his parents to be loving and polite. Often a parent is found unaware of 
all the trauma, that his child is going through, which even worsens the problem with his 
child. "His child can become both happy and successful, when he provides full support 
and love to him". With the trouble of feeding, the parent needs to take the trouble of 
spending time with his child, share his joy and sorrow and at the same time, teach him 
religious, just and rightful life. Like a child is inspired with the stories of successful 
people, so should the parents be inspired with the stoyof the caring and supportive 
parents. 



 
 

A child cannot say what he feels, but his feelings are reflected in his eyes but it is a 
parent who can best study those eyes and thus shield him from the sorrow of the world. 
Parents need to be very very concerned for their child, not only in terms of their 
academic success but in terms of their happiness and their conduct also. I cannot teach 
parents, Parenthood. It is far beyond my capacitance. But I can only make the modern 
day parents  aware of their negligence. At last, I request parents to spend time with 
their children, share experience with them and have live interaction with them. Do all 
this out of love, "For child does not need mere a family, but a loving and supportive 
family". 

  



 
 

SELF CONTROL- IMPORTANT TO BE SUCCESSFUL 
 

   Vishvapriya Gaur 

B.Tech EE- III Year 

Self Control is the ability to control the emotions and behaviour especially for 
attempting wrong doings which can become the critical obstacles towards your success 
and takes you miles away from it. 

As self control is necessary in every one life to be a successful person but it is more 
mandatory in students life at this stage if student loose the self control on its own can 
destroy the future and it take few time to trash  all the dreams, aims or goals of the life. 
Lets take an illustration, think that if one guy joined a gym and he decided to make his 
good physic and spending around 6 hrs for workout in gym and following all rules and 
regulation strictly of his diet, exercise and all as directed by his trainer or mentor can get 
good physic but on the other hand one guy started workout in gym and not following 
the instructions as directed by his trainer so how he can get the good physic as the other 
one who devoted all his dedication to making his personality so it’s all about self control 
on mind to achieve something. This law of self control is also applied on student also as 
how much he focused and concentrated on his studied can aggregate good marks while 
other one who has no self control on its own and wasting his time on social networking, 
watching porn videos and indulged in odd activities i.e. Alcohol, Drugs and many more. 

When it comes to self-control, it is so easy to focus on our failures that our 
successes tend to pale in comparison. And why shouldn’t they? Self-control is an effort 
that’s intended to help achieve a goal. Failing to control yourself is just that—a failure. 

How to develop self-control? 

 



 
 

The important and difficult task that how to develop and bring in daily routine to 
boost up the self-control. Here are few simple ways to develop self-control:- 

 Mediate:- Meditation is the best habit to develop self-control as it trains the brain to 
increase self-control and it also increase emotional intelligence simple 
techniques which involves taking as little as five minutes a day to focus on nothing 
more than your breathing and your senses, improves your self-awareness and your 
brain’s ability to resist destructive impulses.  

 Exercise:- Exercise is the another way to develop self-control as it relax the mind and 
keep you away from stress and also helps to quit the habit of smoking and drinking 
and keep you all day fresh and energetic. 

 Feel the wave:- Desire has a strong tendency to ebb and flow like the tide. When the 
impulse you need to control is strong, waiting out this wave of desire is usually 
enough to keep yourself in control. 

The important thing to remember is you have to give these strategies the 
opportunity to work. This means recognizing the moments where you are struggling 
with self-control and, rather than giving in to impulse reaction keep calm and develop 
self control! 

 

 

 
 

 

  



 
 

ARE WE READY FOR IT? 
Vishvapriya Gaur 

B.Tech EE- III Year 

 
So, after a long year with lots of mistake, with a small sachet of success, and with a 

heavy basket of failures (I think most of us have this same scenario for this year, some 
may better than this or some may have even worse than this), although we had started 
this year with some new year resolution but, then also most of us think we achieved 
nothing in this year. 

But, just see our determination and dedication that, we again make some new 
year resolution in the last 10 or 15 days December and we are again ready for a new year 
with new plans, new stamina, new motivation that we got from last year, to make our 
life a beautiful one with our hard work and to achieve the word called ‘SUCCESS’. I like 
this attitude, actually I love it that we are focusing on future by forgetting what we 
have done in past, and each and everyone should have this approach to become 
successful in life. 

But, the problem is that, as we started the this year with so called new stamina 
and motivation …… Is it the same for the full year or we have just lost in period I think 
30 days or let me extend the period 30 more days or up to the end of February. I think 
this period is a healthy period for most of us to get back on our old track or into that old 
comfort zone and, the cycle continues. 

 

Now I have a question, Did we start this year for this day that “1 day will come and 
i will again forget my dreams and plans”…..DID WE?? the simple answer is – No.. A BIG 
“NOOOO” then why we have created the same situation. For this we need to give more 
attention to our dreams, more focused to our plans. We have already started the 
journey by making the resolutions which are beneficial for us all we need to do is just 

https://lifeanditssolutionblog.wordpress.com/2017/12/31/are-we-ready-for-it/


 
 

don’t break the cycle in the middle, just go with plans and be focused on goals, so that 
we can become what we want or in other words “A SUCCESS FULL PERSON”. And these 
capitalized word will come true with the whole cycle . We need to see what we give for 
success not what we get from it. 

So , Let’s make another resolution this year and that resolution is that “WE WILL 
CARRY ON OUR ALL NEW YEAR RESOLUTIONS DURING WHOLE YEAR”. So let the 
journey begin and be continued till the goal is reached. 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 



 
 

STEP OUT FROM COMFORT ZONE AND ACHIEVE SUCCESS. 
 

Vishvapriya Gaur 

B.Tech EE- III Year 

 

Great Things never come from comfort zone. 
 

  
 

It was well quoted, ”You can only grow if you are willing to feel uncomfortable 
when you try something new”. Great thing never come from comfort zone as successful 
persons didn’t get success from comfort zone. It is true that everyone wants to live 
luxurious life but for achieving luxurious lifestyle you have to burn like sun if you 
wanted to be like it as quoted by Indian Scientist and Former president Late A.P.J. Abdul 
Kalam. If you are living a ordinary life try to make it an extraordinary, if you are 
dreaming extensive try to make it a reality. If you want to be a successful person in life 
then you have to leave your comfort zone as all time the ball will be not in your court so 
if you want the ball in your court you have to work hard and struggle to grab or to 
achieve it. Success stories are good to read for motivation and for the inspiration too 
with positive attitude but try to make it your own successful story so that others will 
get inspired from your story. If you have the spark and dedication to do something good 
in life you can achieve but without the luxuries. If you have the urge to become 
successful in life you have to push your limit and step out from your enviro or from your 
biggest weakness that is comfort zone (as most of us thinks comfort zone is their 
strength). Self Dependency is the best ornament in ones life, it always gives happiness 
which makes the life smoothy and peacefully which also reward you a pleasure and 
keeps you miles away to encroach from others as nobody get success on being 
depended on others. Sacrifice is very important to achieve something in life without it 
nothing can be gained our soldiers who are sacrificing whole life all comforts their 



 
 

families for the nation selflessly. Soldiers are the great inspiration as they are living in 
adverse condition and they are focusing on their work not on comforts luxuries and all 
they know if they start thinking about their comforts they can loose concentration from 
their work. 
 

 

HOW TO COME OUT FROM COMFORT ZONE?  

Its true to achieve something the most important step is the first step as journey of 
thousand miles starts with a single step. So lets see how to come out from comfort 
zone. 

 At initial phase you feel difficulties to move on without comforts so don’t be 
discouraged.  

 Keep Patience as it takes time to settle or adjust with. 

 Don’t afraid of failures as ”There are lots of unsuccessful year behind every 
success person”. 

 Try to solve problems of your own which helps you to build confidence. 

 Be creative. 

 Be concentrated on your work try to ignore distractions. 

 Don’t be serious at the time of your work but be sincere. 

 Don’t Take work as load take it as a fun. 

 Do exercise regularly. 

 Talk to yourself daily which helps for self evaluation. 
 

Ask three question yourself daily :- 

I. Who are you? 
II. What are you doing? 

III. Why are you doing? 
 

Conclusion:- 
Step it out and make the blast of your success and make your dreams comes true. 

Comfort zone is the best place but nothing grows there as most of the peoples in 
today’s world is like the frog in  the well. So leave the comfort zone and achieve the 
success.  

 



 
 

OBSERVE, THINK AND ACT:-BEST WAY TO DEVELOP. 
 

Vishvapriya Gaur 

B.Tech EE- III Year 

 

Sometimes most of us don’t think before act then the only option left behind is 
regret. 

It was well quoted, ”Think twice before speak.” As speaking without thinking can 
takes lots of misconception in life which takes too much time to resolve the matter. 
Observation is the symbol of smartness it is very important to achieve something in life 
if an individual is a good observer can overcome from any obstacles or can cross any 
hurdles in life. Along with a good observer envision or think on that observation also 
matters to defeat in every phase of life and after being a good observer and a good 
thinker the most important feature is the way of act after being observing and thinking 
in every phase of life from the competitive exams to relationship. Let’s take an 
illustration, if an individual is good at logical reasoning and he observe well in it and 
think over it and act well according on its observation so he will get outcome or result 
based on its observation and thinking and he will get an outcome may be positive based 
on its observation and thinking and he will act according to it. Sometimes acting 
without thinking and observing can hurt the relation and even take to end of the 
relationship but a good observer only act according to the situation he will thought 
about the upcoming outcome what can it will be. Keep your wits open! Observe! Study! 
But above all think! Think! and when a noble image is indelibly impressed upon the mind 
then act on it. Sometimes most of us don’t think before act then the only option left 
behind over the mess is regret only regret. Today’s generation problem is that are not 
understand and not even wanted to listen of their elder ones because they thought they 
are cool and they know everything also they don’t wanted to listen the scolds of their 
parents as these stuff comes against their ego and sometimes they act without thinking 
they doesn’t think that what their companion will feel. An idioms was well said it was 

stated as, ”                    और                                        .” 

Positive Mental Attitude:-     

Positive Mental Attitude is very important factor in everyone’s life to handle the 
pressure because positive attitude helps to keep motivated and helps to keep away 
from the negative thoughts pressure can knock the door of the life at anytime and 
anywhere, so post preparation is very must it can be possible by positive attitude as it 
gives energy to fight or to handle it.Situational awareness basic and a survivor’s mindset 
enables you to cope effectively. There are four ways to cope up with. 



 
 

 Stop:- Calm down and size up your situation. 

 Think:-  Anticipate which hazards are most likely. 

 Observe:-  Orient yourself to your surroundings. 

 Act:- Evaluate progress and go on.     

Human Behavior and Reflector:-  
Human behavior is the responses of individuals or groups of  humans to internal 

and external stimuli. It refers to the array of every physical action and observable 
emotion associated with individuals, as well as the human race. While specific traits of 
one’s personality and temperament may be more consistent, other behaviors will 
change as one moves from birth through adulthood. In addition to being dictated by 
age and genetics, behavior, driven in part by thoughts and feelings. Reflectors of human 
behavior reflects the personality mental ability and character of human being some of 
the reflectors are listed below. 

 Stand back and observe different perspectives. 

 Think first act later-often much later. 

 Enjoy observing others and listen before making a point. 

 Always take a wider picture. 

 Take the back seat. 

Conclusion:- 
Don’t make others suffer from your senseless reaction of any conservation in any 

situation think twice before speak or act. Without trying to change the way you’re 
walking, simply observe how it feels. Just take a moment to observe it and to act it, just 
sit back and observe the more you learn that way. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

ISKCON TEMPLE 
Rajan Keshari 

B.Tech EE- II Year 

 
The International Society for Krishna Consciousness (ISKCON), known colloquially 

as HARE KRISHNA movement. ISKCON is founded in 1966 in New York City by A.C. Bhakti 
Vedanta Swami Prabhupada known to his followers as Guru and Spiritual master. Its 
core beliefs are said to be based on Bhagavad Gita and Bhagavad Puran, which has had 
adherents in India since the late 15th century and American and European converts since 
the early 1900s in North American. In west Virginia, the Prabhupada is place of gold is 
now a Shrine for the founder, who died in 1977. 
 

Food for life: 
 

ISKCON founded a project called Food for life, which it has also sponsored in the 
past the goal of the project is to distribute vegetarian meals. The international 
headquarters known as food for life, established by Paul Rodney turner and Mukunda 
Goswami coordinates the project. Food for life is currently active in over 60 countries 
and serves up to 2 million free meals every day. 
 

Advantages of being an ISKCON devotee: 
 You will always be sure confident that Krishna will protect you always. 

 Don’t worry about depression, Krishna kirtan are immediate. 

 You will never be disappointed. 

 She helps you to grow materially spiritually. 

 All are equal highly intelligent, even trees grants your wishes. 

 You can know the truth behind your birth secret behind the death that’s a 
surprise. 

 Lord of death will be scared to come near you, Krishna will send his personal 
manager to bring you back home. 

 He promises to give knowledge about him if you just will for it. 

 You don’t need a Hindu, Muslim, and Christian, rich, powerful all you need is love 
for him a will to understand him. 

 Krishna is always thinking about you just turn back to lord. 
 



 
 

On 26th February 2019 the Prime Minister Narendra Modi inaugurated the worlds 
largest and heaviest Bhagwat Geeta at the Delhi ISKCON temple. As per ISKCON the holy 
book measuring 2.8 meters by 2 meters has 670 pages and weight at 800kg.it is also the 
world largest sacred book. 
“Chanting HARE KRISHNA MAHAMANTRA is the noblest work. You will get the ultimate 
place and happiness by spreading the word of Sri 
Krishna using Bhagwad Geeta as it is” 
 

HARE KRISHNA HARE KRISHNA, KRISHNA KRISHNA HARE HARE|| 
HARE RAMA HARE RAMA, RAMA RAMA HARE HARE|| 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  



 
 

 

 

Mrinal Gupta 

B.Tech EE-IV Year 



 

           

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Na jane kyun ye Dil aaj phir tadap utha 

Teri yaadon se, Tere un adhoore Waadun se 

Tere saath sajaaye un adhoore Badnaseeb Khwaabon se 

 

Mere Tassavur mein, Meri Rooh pe 

Na jane kaisa ye Shola Sulag utha 

Na jane kyun ye Dil aaj phir Tadap utha 

 

Na Tere Deed ke Qaabil hoon 

Na Tumhari Khoobsurat Yaadon mein kahin  

Shaamil hoon 

 Hoon to mai Naseeb ka Khota 

Phir bhi hamesha teri Chahat ka Qaa’il hoon 

 

Samreen Hamare adhoore jazbaaton ka,  

Hamare toote Khwaabon ka 

Mere Seene pe  

Aaj na jane kaisa ye Shola sulag utha 

Na jane kyun ye Dil aaj phir Tadap utha…!!! 

 

SHAH HUSSAIN 

EE- III Year 

Na Jane Kyun Ye Dil Aaj Phir Tadap Utha 
 



 
 

Definition of Time 
   Rajan Keshari 

B.Tech EE- II Year 

 

 

Time is slow when you wait. 

Time is fast when you are late. 

Time is deadly when you are sad. 

Time is short when you are happy. 

Time is endless when you are in pain. 

Time is long when you feel bored every time. 

Time is determined by your feelings and your psychological 

conditions and not my clocks. 

 

Zindagi 
 

Jiyo itna ki zindagi kam pdd jaye, 

haso itna ki rona mushkil ho jaaye, 

Kisi ko paana toh kismat ki baat hai, 

magar use chaho itna ki khuda dene pe majboor ho jaaye. 
 

Pyaar ko 
 

Pyaar ko tab tkk pyaar na karo 

Jab tak pyar aapse pyaar na kare, 

Aur jab pyaar aapse pyaar kare, toh 

Pyaar ko itna pyaar karo ki pyaar 

Kisi aur se pyaar na kare. 

 



 

JAB COLLEGE ME AANA THA 
Archana Yadav 

  B.Tech EE- II Year 
 

Baat us samay ki hai, 

Jab college me aana tha, 

Board ke result ke bad, 

Kisi college to jana tha, 

IIT aur NIT ke sadme ke mare, 

Fir hua AKTU ki counseling , 

Aur hum ho gaye galgotia k hawale, 

College jane ki jab bari aayi, 

Chinta ke mare dil bhar aayi, 

Soch uthi engineering me admission 

Leke kahi bhul to nahi kar aayi, 

Mujhe dar dar nahi bhatakna tha so padhna tha, 

Mujhe apne pairo par chlna tha so padhna tha, 

Mujhe apne dar se ladna tha so padhna tha, 

Bat us samay ki hai 

Jab college me aana tha, 

Har chehra tha naya 

Aur har shaks tha anjan, 

Jab soch hi liya 

Is bhid me banani hai apni pahchan, 

Kas jindagi ek kitab hoti 

To kas leti iski lagam, 

Safar me dhup to hogi 
 

 

 



 

 

 

Par mujhe chalna to hoga, 

Sabhi hai bhid me 

Lekin aage nikalna to hoga, 

Kisi ke waaste rahein kaha badalti hai, 

Yahi jindagi hai kuch khwab chand ummidein, 

Wakt se aankhein churakar aage nikalna to hoga, 

Mujhe sab kuch hi to badalna hai, so padhna tha 

Baat us samay ki jab college me aana tha, 

Socha na tha, wo pal jab college me aaye the, 

Yuhi kuch pal me ek sal gujar jaenge, 

Wakt bhi humare liye kaha thahar jaenge, 

Dosto ki masti party assignment sessional se lekar, 

Semester tak ka safar suahan hai, 

Sikha bhut hai maine, par 

Abhi bhut kuch sikhana hai, 

Ab to hue senior, 

Junior hona to gujra jamana tha, 

Yad hai wo samay, jab college me aana tha… 

 



MAA 
 

Vishvapriya Gaur 

B.Tech EE- III Year 

 

Teri Aakhon ki chamak or muskurane ki 

Wajah bnu yhi chahah hai meri, 

Tu jidhar mude teri rahah bnu yhi koshish hai meri, 

Tu fakrr kre kuch aisa kru, yhi mannat hai meri, 

Tere sir k Taj bnu yhi khuaishish hai meri. 

 
 



 

  

Innovation is a part of 

responsibility of human. The 

Lecture on "Intellectual Property 

Rights" given by HOD to the second 

year students of EE and EEE to 

motivate and encourage the 

innovations. This Lecture held on 

03.08.2018 

Major Events Organized by the Department 

  



 
 

                  

 

THE DEPARTMENT CELEBRATED ITS ANNUAL 

CULTURAL FEST E-TARANG WITH FULL VIGOUR   

AND ZEAL.   

THE EVENT WAS ORGANISED BY THE 

DEPARTMENT CLUB EESA AND THE HEAD OF THE 

DEPARTMENT MR. SANJAY GAIROLA. 

THE   ASTOUNDING PERFORMANCES BY THE 

STUDENTS, SCINTILLATING DANCE, MELLODIOUS 

SONGS, HEARTTHROBING DRAMA AND 

VIVACIOUS POETRY FILLED THE AURA WITH ZEST 

AND FERVOUR. 

  

E-TARANG - ANNUAL DEPARTMENTAL FEST



NANO - SOLAR CELLS 
KISHAN PRAJAPATI 
B.TECH EE- III YEAR 

 

Now a days with growing population ,the energy demand is increasing day by 
day.We have the present energy resourses are fossil fuels such as coal ,oils and nuclear 
fuels but even this stock may not longer than a few decades. 

 

So what is our future energy sources? 
Renewable energy sources are freely available on the earth in abundant quantity 

and which will not finish. Thus the energy contained by these sources in any form can be 
converted to electrical energy which is essential for human. 
  

What is solar energy? 
• Energy produced by sun 
• Clean renewable source of energy 
• Harnessed by solar collection methods such  as solar cells 
• Converted into usable energy such as electricity 
 

             
 

 
WHY SOLAR ? 

We humans currently use about 16 TW of energy in a year.The energy from the sun 
strikes to the earth is roughly 1,80,000 TW.Even though we can never hope to convert 
all of that energy to electricity .Practically we might be able to abstract about 600 TW 
using solar cells. 



 
 

 
 

Different kinds of solar cells:- 
                                                
Monocrystalline:  Made of single crystalline silicon of high purity. Efficiency: 15-17%                                       
Polycrystalline:  Made  up polycrystalline  silicon. Efficiency: 13-15%                                                                        
Thin film: Made of several layer semiconductor material. Efficency: 12-15%   
 

DRAWBACK OF SOLAR PV CELLS:- 
 Less efficient and high manufacturing cost 

 Like chloroplast in plant, solar cells can only absorbs the specific wavelength of 
light 

 Payback period is more 

 Extra energy is wasted in heat form 

 Most times incoming photons or light have less band gap energy Because of less 

 Band energy electrons doesn’t knock out. 

 Manufacturing procedures are complicated by clean rooms and vacuum chambers 
due to their quire purity of the silicon 

 Since photovoltaic solar cells are made out of silicon, they are very expensive to 
manufacture 

 As a result the maximum efficiency of any photovoltaic cell is only around 30%, and 
in practice only 10 to 20 % are achieved   

 
 



 
 

NANO-TECHNOLOGY                                                    

 Nano-technology is the engineering of functional systems at the molecular scale. 

 Offers better built, longer lasting, cleaner, safer and smarter products for the 
home, For medicine and for industries for ages. 

 We can introduce Nano-technology that is Nano- particles into the solar PV cells. 

 It might be able to increase the efficiency of solar cells, but the most 
promisingapplication of Nano-technology is the reduction of manufacturing 
cost.These properties of Nano-technology have been made use of in solar cells 
more . 
 

SLICED INTO NANO-SCALE 
 Diameters from 1 to 50nm 

  Nano scale Silicon has a color difference 

  Quantum dots 

  Nano sized Silicon shows: 

  Physical-Very small 

  Optical- increases surface area for light absorption 

  Electronics properties change 
                                                   

 

NANO-SOLAR CELL                                                

 Nano coating on the solar cell, which will absorb 60 % more UV & IR rays than that 
of the silicon cell. 

 Due to multiple reflections, the effective optical path for absorption is much larger 
than the conventionalsolar cell. 

 Due to the light, generated electrons and holes need to travel over a much shorter 
path and thus recombination losses are greatly reduced. 

 The energy band gap of various layers can be madeto the desired design value by 
varying the size of nano particles 

         Ex- dye synthesized nano solar cell 



 
 

 
Dye-Sensitized Cell(DSC) 
Nano material used in DSC are:- 

  Sensitizers ( ex- Dyes ,quantum dots ) 

  Nano-semiconductors( ex-Tio2 ,Zno) 

  Catalyst (ex-Nano-pt) 

  Metallic conductors (ex- Ag , Cu ) 

  Substrates (ex-plastic or thin layer of glass) 

DSC built using nano sized particles which gives:- 
 Multiple surface area 

  Reduce band gap 

  Facilitate the charge extraction 

  Provide the excess to hole conductors 
 

COMPARISION:- 
PV CELLS NANO SOLAR CELL 

Made of some special material called 
semiconductor 

Constructed using Nano technology 

Expensive because of manufacturing 
process 

Cost is less because is less material is used 

Requires large space ,efficiency is less Compact and require less space,Efficiency is 
more 

It wont’t under cloudy conditioned Nano solar cell that turns the suns power into 
electricity energy even on cloudy days 

It cant’s harness the sun’s invisible 
infrared rays 

It contains the 2nd generation solar cell that 
can harness the sun’s invisible infrared rays. 

 



 
 

ADVANTAGES:- 
 

 Nano solar cell even work on cloudy days, more compact and less bulky 

 They are 30% more efficient when compared to traditional one. Relatively 
inexpensive 

 Short return on investment 

 We wouldn’t have to worry as much about future energy sources 

 Increase efficiency of solar cell, by reducing the band gap of solar cells, by 
generating more charges from a single photon 

 They are more effective when compared to the conventional solar cell 
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B.TECH EE- II YEAR 
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B.TECH EE- II YEAR 

 



 
 

 

 
 
 

                                                                         SHUBHAM PATEL 
B.TECH EE- II YEAR 



 
 

 

 
                                                                          

SHAHNAZAH BATOOL 
                                    B.TECH EE- II YEAR 

 



  

EE – V Semester Toppers (Session 2018-2019) 

EE –III Semester Toppers (Session 2018-2019) 

Utkarsh Srivastava 

881/1000 

Kishan Prajhapati 

858/1000 
Swati Gupta 

884/1000 

Aditi Pandey 

818/1000 

Archana Yadav 

805/1000 
Swadesh Deepak 

842/1000 
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